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Disfigured Paradise
Georgina Brinkman & Alex Wight
Georgina Brinkman and Alex Wight are No. 5 of 8 emerging artists at Culture at Work
Georgina Brinkman and Alex Wight are a multi-disciplinary artist duo interested in the lasting
impacts of British colonialism on the environment; particularly focusing on the devastating extinction
rates of endemic avian populations on Norfolk Island. Presenting images and documentation from
their travels throughout Norfolk Island, 'Disfigured Paradise' transforms the gallery space into an
immersive, interactive playground where they invite visitors to consider and confront the implicit
impact we each have on the natural environment. This residency allowed Georgina and Alex to begin
their journey into collaboration which united Georgina’s fine art experience with Alex’s skills in music
production. The technical assistance of Tracey Middleton allowed their artistic vision to be realised.
The emerging artist program is supported by State Street to assist artists towards professional
development in the arts sector.

Extinct Norfolk bird specimens from Naturalis Biodiversity Center's collection.

ARTIST STATEMENT
Following in Cook’s footsteps, we made the journey from our native homes in the UK to explore new
worlds. In Australia we find many everyday things that remarkable. We began to wonder if our
colonial ancestors were as amazed as us upon arrival in Australia. How much the birdlife had
changed since they arrived? Sadly we discovered a lot has changed. One of the highest extinction
rates of birds is a tiny island off Australia - Norfolk Island.
Deciding to travel to Norfolk Island was a crucial part of this project. It enabled an exploration of
culture, sense of dislocation and engagement with the local community. As an overarching goal of
our collaborative practice we have assigned ourselves a self-consciously romantic task of travelling
the world through artist-residencies. Our motivation is to illustrate and perhaps even reverse the
damage of our predecessors through an attempt to bring these birds back to life, if only
momentarily.
We have created an exhibition which sits in two parts. One part is to create an immersive,
experiential space where visitors can engage with a swing, when it moves it triggers the sounds of
an imagined birdsong. This birdsong is a theoretical interpretation of how these birds may have
sounded, bringing these birdsongs to life is dependent on the actions of the viewer, as if resurrecting
the lost birds. Projected specimens of four extinct birds – the Norfolk Island Kaka, the Norfolk Island
Pigeon, the Norfolk Island Starling and the Long-tailed Triller – will spin in the peripheries. Thanks to
the 3D digitization of the Naturalis Biodiversity Center’s collection, giving the extinct birds a new
virtual existence.
The second part of the exhibition consists of a documentary which consists of interviews and
images we took whilst on Norfolk Island focusing on attempts to save the endangered Tasman
Parakeet (Cyanoramphus cookii), locally known as the Green Parrot. Arriving on Norfolk Island we
had no preconceived plan, but simply wanted to react to our surroundings. We were lucky that for
our first collaborative project, Norfolk Island proved to be the perfect destination for exploration,
partly due to the geography of the island (5km by 8km), and to the welcoming nature of Norfolk
Islanders, who made us aware of problems still threatening the island today, and invited us into their
homes. These people who have contributed to the project brought it to life.
This project was curated by Elyse Goldfinch at CULTURE AT WORK, May/June 2015.
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Ranger listens for Green Parrot calls on Mount Pitt.

Norkfolk Island {Disfigured Paradise}
The world’s last Norfolk Island Kaka died in 1851. It didn’t die on Norfolk Island, or even Australia,
but in London in a cage. It was thousands of miles from its natural habitat and before it died noone recorded its birdsong. Not one living person has ever heard this bird’s voice. And it is not alon
The presence of the Polynesian rat, banana trees and archeological remains indicate an early
Polynesian settlement (between 1400 and 1500). But by the time Cook and the First Fleet arrived
on Norfolk Island there was no indigenous population, making it ideal for settlement, but leaving
the unique ecosystem open to exploitation.
There were three separate British settlements on the island:
1788-1814 Penal Colony
1825-1855, Penal Colony
and 1856 - Modern day - Pitcairn Island settlement.
Each of these three settlements ultimately had devastating consequences on the natural habitat of
the island.
Locals, officials, organisations and volunteers are working in Norfolk Island to protect the endemic
Green Parrot and ensure its future. One of these members is Lius Oritz-Catedral who was
commissioned by the Nature Wildlife Conservancy, Birdlife Australia and Island Conservation to
conduct a survey on the numbers of the Green Parrot in 2013. At the time he recorded 46-92
individuals, only 12 of which were female. He states that the Green Parrot is “an iconic endemic
species treasured by the inhabitants of Norfolk Island- for me it is also a symbol of hope.”
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Stanley Picker Gallery, London
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Sorry guys, we're out of art, Cavendish Gallery, London IDAF (Improvisation and Digital
Arts Festival), Coombehill Music Studios, London
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Appareo, Cavendish Gallery, London
Level Five Fine Art Exhibition, Kingston University, London
Son et Lumiere, Lumiere et Son, Kingston All Saints Church, London
97, Kingston University, London
Medium.Rare, Rag Factory, London
Material World, Kingston University, London
Emerging Talent, Kingston University, London
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